Abstract. Nonlinear subdivision schemes arise from, among other applications, nonlinear multiscale signal processing and shape preserving interpolation. For the univariate homogeneous subdivision operator S : (Z) → (Z) we establish a set of commutation/recurrence relations which can be used to analyze the asymptotic decay rate of r S j m ∞ , j = 1, 2, . . . , the latter in turn determines the convergence and Hölder regularity of S. We apply these results to prove that the critical Hölder regularity exponent of a nonlinear subdivision scheme based on median-interpolation is equal to that of an approximating linear subdivision scheme, resolving a conjecture by Donoho and Yu [16] , [4] .
Introduction
In a broad sense, subdivision is a method of taking coarsely described data and recursively generating (typically smooth) data at finer and finer resolution. It is used in curve and surface generation for geometric modeling applications, and is also well known to be connected to wavelet construction via the MRA framework. For ease of implementation and analysis, the subdivision process is usually chosen to be linear, but, motivated by different applications, nonlinear schemes have also been proposed, e.g., [7] , [9] , [5] , [10] , [3] , [4] , [13] , [2] .
Donoho and Yu proposed in [4] , [16] a family of nonlinear pyramid transforms for robust removal of non-Gaussian noise; the construction there was later generalized in [13] . Underlying this host of nonlinear pyramid transforms is a class of nonlinear subdi-vision operators for which no general theory is available for studying their convergence, smoothness, and stability properties. Smoothness and stability properties are of importance in transform-based signal processing applications. We address smoothness in this paper. Typically after one applies a pyramid transform to a signal, the transform coefficients are either thresholded or quantized for the purpose of, say, noise suppression or compression; subsequently, the processed coefficients are inverted and a reconstructed signal is obtained. Such a thresholding or quantization procedure in transform domain introduces certain artifacts in the reconstructed signal; knowing that the subdivision scheme underlying the pyramid transform is smooth guarantees that these artifacts do not appear excessively irregular to the viewers of the reconstructed signal. For wavelet bases there is of course a well-known approximation theoretic view of the just-described importance of smoothness properties. For instance, the smoothness of the elements in a wavelet basis, typically determined by the smoothness of an underlying subdivision process, determines, together with the accuracy order of the subdivision scheme, the range of Besov scale the wavelet basis can furnish unconditional basis for.
We recall here the nonlinear subdivision operators based on interpolation-imputation of M-estimators constructed in [13] . Here and below, let σ : R → R be a convex function that satisfies min σ = σ (0) = 0. Recall from [13] 1. Interpolation: For each k ∈ Z, let p k ∈ 2L be the unique polynomial [13] such that ) [12] . The proof of our main result, while elementary, is not short and is subtle at places. Below we give an informal discussion of the main ideas and difficulties involved.
Previous Work and Major Difficulties
Below S refers specifically to the triadic subdivision operator based on interpolation of median values by quadratics, and S refers to the corresponding linearization (denoted by S Q L in Section 4).
There is a local [L] way and a global [G] way to attack the sought-for Main Result (Proposition 4.1), each suffers from certain subtle difficulties.
[L] Notice that, for an interval I , median( f |I ) = f (midpoint of I ), if f is monotone and continuous on I . (1.6) As the subdivision process S j v, j = 1, 2, . . . , smooths out the initial coarse data v, and smooth data are typically locally monotone-except at specific "chirping points" (see Figure 1) , by (1.6) and the fact that S acts locally and also that the Hölder regularity is a local concept, one expects that the Hölder smoothness of S should be at least very close to that of a linear subdivision operator S based on interpolation-imputation of midpoint values.
The above intuition, unfortunately, cannot be easily turned into a proof for our Main Result (Proposition 4.1). In Figure 1 , the successive blowups around x = 1 2 show that S ∞ δ
is not locally monotone at 1 2 . In a sense, such fractal behavior is not due to the nonlinearity presented in S-the fundamental limit function of the linear S shares the exact same fractal behavior. Nevertheless, the existence of such a chirping point means that it is not the case that the nonlinear subdivision process S j v, j = 1, 2, . . . , will always become OF4 G. Xie · · · Fig. 1 . Existence of a chirping point in ϕ = S ∞ δ, the subdivision limit of the Kronecker delta sequence.
locally linear for large enough j; this accounts for some of the technical complication in the proof of our main result. A "fortunate" fact here is that the local Hölder regularity of ϕ at 1 2 is higher than the global regularity, so that the genuine nonlinear behavior of S near 1 2 does not affect our main result concerning global regularity. Ultimately, the difficulty is more serious than just the existence of a chirping point, see the concept of "bad zone" and its associated issues in Section 1.2 below.
[G] Standard linear subdivision calculations (more details below) show
for generic data v, e.g., v = δ. In fact, any one of the above three statements can be used to conclude the fact that s ∞ (S) = 1.
By certain approximation theoretic arguments (Section 3), the hoped for result s ∞ (S) = 1 can be established if one can prove either (1.7) or (1.8) with S replaced by S. For ease of discussion in this section, we assume without proof that s ∞ (S) = 1 can also be established if one manages to prove (1.9) with S replaced by S.
For T : ∞ → ∞ , define its r th-order shrinking factor by
Then we have the-in general suboptimal-bounds
Various shrinking factors for S and S are recorded in Table 1 . Since S is linear and 2 reproducing, there exist linear subdivision operators S [r ] ,
• r , r = 1, 2, 3. By (1.14) there exists a homogeneous operator S [1] that satisfies • S = S [1] • . Then it follows almost directly from definition
∞ , where S
[r ]
∞ is the operator norm of S [r ] :
Smoothness Analysis of Nonlinear Subdivision Schemes OF5 Table 1 . If we view S as an nonlinear perturbation of S, then nonlinearity "deteriorates" the degree of shrinkingness: ς(S, r ) > ς(S, r ) for each r .
135 [16] 53 135 [12] +∞ For a linear operator T : ∞ → ∞ , the standard spectral radius formula reads
(Here and below T always refers to the operator norm of T as an operator on ∞ .) The critical Hölder regularity of S is determined by the exact asymptotic behavior of the left-hand sides of (1.7)-(1.9), which, in turn, can be determined from the spectral radii ρ(S [r ] ), r = 1, 2, 3. Calculating T is straightforward, while calculating the spectral quantity ρ(T ) is usually difficult, as typically not only is it the case that ρ(T ) < T but also that
For instance, (1.12) holds if T = S [1] ; but it happens that
, r = 2, 3, (1.13) and (1.8)-(1.9) follow from the above. The proof of (1.13) requires the help of a positivity argument in Fourier domain, so it relies heavily on the linearity structure.
Based on the "fortunate fact" (1.13) and our intuition that S ≈ S, one may expect that the bound (1.11) should be rather suboptimal in the case when r = 1 but nearly optimal when r = 2 and r = 3, this is because the asymptotic bound on the right-hand side of (1.10) is indeed, by (1.13), the best possible for either r = 2 or r = 3. It turns out that this speculation is only true when r = 2 and, as it stands, is completely wrong when r = 3. The nonlinear subdivision operator S, while based on a local nonlinear quadratic interpolation process, does not reproduce quadratic data, i.e., there exists v such that 3 v = 0 but 3 Sv = 0, in other words,
On the other hand, S reproduces linear data (see Section 2.1) and ς(S, 2) is finite, Oswald's calculation [12] gives
which, as expected, yields the decent but still suboptimal
The difficulty we are facing is that the proof of either (1.8) or (1.9) with S replaced by S cannot be based directly on calculating ς(S, r ), r = 2, 3. The fact that ς(S, r ) > ς(S, r ) is a genuine bad effect of nonlinearity. 
Overview of the Proof
The first observation is that any median-interpolating subdivision operator S : (Z) → (Z) (see [4] , [13] or Section 5), while nonlinear, is offset invariant (Definition 2.3) as well as homogeneous, i.e., (1.14) this follows from the following affine-invariant property of median:
S(c v
By (1.14) there exists a homogeneous operator S [1] that satisfies • S = S [1] • . However, as S [1] is not offset invariant, there does not exist a local operator S [2] that satisfies 2 • S = S [2] • 2 . We observe that S [1] , being a local map, can be represented by three nonlinear maps P l : R 3 → R 3 , l = 1, 2, 3, in such a way that, for any length 3 segment w j of the sequence (S [1] ) j v, there exist a length 3 segment w 0 of v and a sequence of digits ε i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i = 1, . . . , j, such that
The nonexistence of S [2] 
On the other hand, as S [1] is homogeneous, so are P l , l = 1, 2, 3, hence (Lemma 2.8) there exist quotient maps l :
we observe (in Figure 3) 
So eventually the problem boils down to understanding the distribution of the function ς : P(R 3 ) → [0, ∞) and the joint dynamics of the three maps l .
A Compensation Argument. Through oral communications with researchers who had encountered nonlinear subdivision schemes (notably Nira Dyn working on subdivision of Lie group valued data and Ingrid Daubechies working on normal multiresolution [3] ), we had heard more than once the comment that when a nonlinear subdivision scheme shares the same smoothness with an approximating linear subdivision scheme, it is likely because nonlinearity "goes away" in the limit of the subdivision process. Extrapolating from this comment, one may be led to speculate that (1.22) is true because ( * ) there is a finite integer m > 0 such that for any sequence
No doubt ( * ) implies (1.22), but at this point we do not know if ( * ) is true: we cannot rule out the lurking possibility that for a carefully chosen (ε i ) i , (θ j ) ∞ j=0 may go in and out of the bad zone arbitrarily often or even infinitely often. We do not know if the "bad effect" of nonlinearity always "goes away" after a number of subdivision steps.
Instead, our proof of (1.22) is based on a "compensation argument": whenever more than two "bad steps" occur, i.e., ς(θ j ) > 1 3 for more than two different j's, we show that there always exist some "good steps," i.e., j such that ς(θ j ) < 1 3 is small enough to compensate for the effect of the excessive bad steps, so overall (1.22) holds for a constant C independent of (ε i ) i and of θ 0 . To this end, the closed-form formulas possessed by S are used quite extensively.
Contents
Section 2 collects all the relevant basic facts for general homogeneous and affine invariant subdivision operators, then we establish, in a general context, the key commutation relations (1.18)-(1.19). Section 3 presents the basic approximation theoretical arguments which eventually, in Theorem 3.4, reduce a general smoothness problem to an estimate of the form (1.22). Section 4 lays out the main argument, with the compensation argument mentioned above as the key step, in order to establish the bound (1.22), thus proving the Main Result (Proposition 4.1). Some of the calculations involved in the proof are postponed to the Appendix. In Section 5 we derive, using linerization heuristics, a generalized conjecture (of which Proposition 4.1 is a very special case) speculating that the smoothness of a p-mean subdivision scheme is the same as that of an approximating 
Here d ≥ 2 is an integer and is referred to as the dilation factor of the subdivision operator S.
In this paper, a shift-invariant operator refers to a local operator T : (Z) → (Z) which satisfies
Notice that if S is a subdivision operator and T is a shift-invariant operator, then S • T and T • S are subdivision operators.
One can equivalently redefine a subdivision operator as follows.
The subdivision operator S := S Q,n : (Z) → (Z) associated with Q and (phase factor) n is defined by
Clearly S Q,n is a subdivision operator and, in particular, is local. We assume by convention that D, the dimension of the domain of the map Q, is the same as the locality factor of S Q,n .
When
However, unless otherwise stated, we assume that any subdivision operator is nonconstant and hence has a locality factor D ≥ 1.
with mask (a i ) uniquely determined by Q and n.
For x ∈ (Z) or R N , we introduce 
Since a subdivision operator S acts locally, one can determine a length
Thus S(x) is "all the data that S can generate by knowing only the segment x of a sequence." It should be easy to distinguish from the context whether we refer to S as a map from
i−n+1 ; in particular, every length R segment of S(m) can be determined from a certain length R segment of m. Due to (2.1) we can also make the following finer statement:
Proposition 2.2. Given a subdivision operator S Q,n , for any large enough R, there
[R]
l , then (2.6) holds according to (2.3).
In general, (Dd − 1)/(d − 1) is not the smallest R that allows for the existence of maps P l : R R → R R which satisfy (2.6). Hence we define R S := min{R : R has the property in Proposition 2.2} (2.7)
to be the neighborhood factor of the subdivision operator S. As an example, consider a linear subdivision operator S with a mask of support length 3 and dilator factor d = 2, then D = 2 and (Dd − 1)/(d − 1) = 3, but it can be observed that R S = 2. Since any length R S segment of m determines a segment of Sm of length at least d, and that the locality factor D of S is the smallest integer with this property, so
If X and Y are vector spaces over R, recall that a map M : X → Y is homogeneous if
Here, if v is an element in (Z) or R n and c ∈ R, then v + c refers to the element 
(ii) M is affine invariant if M is both offset invariant and homogeneous.
The following is obvious from (2.3).
Proposition 2.4. Let S = S Q,n be a subdivision operator.
Commutation Relations
(Clearly we are committing an abuse of notation when acts on finite vectors, in this case
follow another subdivision scheme. This observation is used already in the earlier works [16] , [4] , [12] , [11] . [1] with the same dilation factor as S such that
Theorem 2.5. If a subdivision operator S is offset invariant, then there exists an unique subdivision operator S
Proof. The uniqueness basically follows from the surjectivity of as an operator on
We have • = id. If S [1] is any operator on (Z) that satisfies (2.8),
Thus S [1] = • S • is the only possibility. While it is clear that • S • satisfies (2.1), it may be less clear whether the operator is local, as is not local. The locality property of • S • hinges on the assumption that S is offset invariant. We prove locality by establishing a different representation of S [1] . It follows from Proposition 2.4(i) and
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we have
Then it follows from (2.9) and (2.
The following is a corollary (of the proof) of Theorem 2.5.
Corollary 2.6. If S is affine invariant, then S [1] (exists and) is homogeneous.
Proof. Since S is homogeneous, Q is homogeneous. It follows from (2.11) and (2.12) that Q 1 is also homogeneous. Therefore S [1] is homogeneous by Proposition 2.4(ii). [1] ≤ R S − 1. Proof. Let P 1 , . . . , P d : R R → R R be maps that satisfy (2.6) with R = R S . Since S is offset invariant, so is Q and it is evident from (2.6) that any P l is also offset invariant. Let (S [1] ( m))
Proposition 2.7. If a subdivision operator S is offset invariant, then R S
Let X be any vector space. Define the quotient space
where ∼ is the equivalent relation defined by
with the point [0] ∼ removed possesses a natural differentiable structure and is usually denoted by P n−1 in differential geometry.) Given θ ∈ P( (Z)), one can define: a shift:
or the kth-order difference:
of θ in the obvious way. In fact, all these can be viewed as special applications of the following well-known principle:
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Lemma 2.8. Let X and Y be vector spaces over a common field. If f : X → Y is homogeneous, then f induces a map
is a homogeneous subdivision operator, then it is quite clear that [T ] inherits the subdivision properties from T . We have
di can be determined from a length D segment of ϑ; and any length R segment of [T ](ϑ), R ≥ R T , can be determined from a length R segment of ϑ. 
R , the lengths of x and Sx are at least r
Our next result complements the following well-known observation in the theory of linear subdivision schemes: When S is a linear subdivision operator which also reproduces r −1 , there exists an unique (linear) subdivision operator S [r ] such that
While the same does not hold in the nonlinear case, we now prove that for a homogeneous subdivision operator T which reproduces r −1 , every element of r (T x) can be expressed in terms of a local quasi-linear combination of elements in r x, with coefficients dependent only locally on [x] ∼ . 
Then there exist maps
is a linear map with rank ≤ 1.
We shall prove this theorem by constructing the maps F l explicitly, to do so we first make the observation that a vector x ∈ R R can be uniquely determined from [x] ∼ and r x, r < R, as long as r x = 0; below we actually prove more than just this. (The complication is largely attributable to the simple fact that [x] ∼ and r x can provide either very redundant or insufficient information for determining x.) Lemma 2.12. Let 0 ≤ r < R. There exists a map L :
moreover, L can be chosen to have the following quasi-linear form: We need to show that in (2.23) a minimizer exists and is unique (so L is well defined), and also that L can be written in the form (2.22). First, notice that 
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Since and are independent subspaces of R R , for every x ∈ + there exist unique x ∈ , x ∈ such that x = x + x ; moreover, there exists a linear map
uniquely solves the minimization problem on the right-hand side of (2.23).
To conclude, we define L via M by (2.22), and we define M as
Note. The map L defined by (2.24) has the property
Proof of Theorem 2.11. Consider Saying that a map from a one-(or zero-)dimensional vector space to another vector space is homogeneous is no different from saying that it is linear. Since P l is homogeneous and
are also linear maps with rank ≤ 1.
Another elementary observation is the following refinement of Corollary 2.6. Proposition 2.13. If S is an affine invariant subdivision operator that reproduces r with r > 0, then S [1] is a homogeneous subdivision operator that reproduces r −1 .
Putting together Theorem 2.5, Proposition 2.13, Lemma 2.8, and Theorem 2.11 we obtain the main tools for the development in the next section. We summarize these results in the order 2 case in Figure 2. 
Smoothness Analysis
We present in this section some analysis results related to the smoothness of homogeneous subdivision schemes. First we recall the definition of Hölder (a.k.a. L ∞ Lipschitz) smoothness. If α = r +β, r ∈ N ∪ {0}, and 0 < β ≤ 1, then the Hölder space Lip α is the space of functions f : R → R with bounded derivatives of degree up to r , and
Known Results on Hölder Regularity of Subdivision
The following is well known from the literature of linear subdivision schemes, see, e.g., [1] , [14] . 
converges uniformly to a bounded continuous function f ; moreover,
Remark. When r > ν( f ) and under a stability condition, equality holds in (3.3). 1, 2 , . . . , m j := S j m, converges uniformly on compact sets to a limit function; we denote such a limit function by S ∞ m, which is necessarily unique if it exists. For a convergent subdivision operator S, we define its (Hölder) smoothness by
Definition 3.2. We say that a subdivision operator S is convergent if, for any
m ∈ (Z), the sequence f j := k∈Z m j,k 1 [d − j k, d − j (k+1)) , j = 0,s ∞ (S) := inf m∈ ∞ ν(S ∞ m).
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is facilitated by (2.18) (hence the order K condition)-a structure very specific to linear subdivision. An obvious open question would be: What is a natural generalization of this theorem when Q is allowed to be nonlinear? While it seems that a certain direct generalization is possible-perhaps partly based on Theorem 2.11, we avoid the technical difficulty in facing this question by following the perturbation of linear scheme approach used in [12] , [3] . For a given nonlinear subdivision operator S, this approach requires one to search for a suitable approximating linear subdivision operator S.
Theorem 3.3 ([3, Theorem 3.3]). Let S be a subdivision operator with dilation factor d and let S be a linear subdivision operator with the same dilation factor that satisfies all the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 (of S Q there). If there exists a constant C > 0 such that
(S − S)S j m ∞ ≤ C m ∞ d − jν , (3.4)
then S is convergent and s ∞ (S) ≥ min(ν, s ∞ (S)).
For specific median-interpolating subdivision operators S Q which are nonlinear and of order 2 (denoted as S 1,1,2 and S 1,1,3 in Section 5), Oswald established in [12] , using explicit calculations based on available closed-form formulas for Q, the following interesting bound:
where S is a linear subdivision operator based on midpoint interpolation (denoted as S 1,1,2 and S 1,1,3 , respectively, in Section 5). Combined with Theorem 3.3, (3.5) gives essentially the same conclusion as what Theorem 3.1 would give had a nonlinear version of it existed: the convergence and smoothness of S can be estimated from the decay rate of 2 S j m ∞ as j goes to infinity. We describe in the next section a strategy for determining the decay rate of r S j m ∞ for a r −1 reproducing homogeneous subdivision operator S, based on the results developed in Section 2.1. By virtue of Proposition 2.13, this strategy can also be applied to S [1] when S is affine invariant.
Decay of r S j m ∞
We assume throughout in this section that, as in Theorem 2.11, S is a homogeneous subdivision operator reproducing r −1 . Let R = max(R S , r + 1). Let
be the maps constructed in Theorem 2.11 and let P l : R R → R R be the maps that satisfy (2.6). Since S is homogeneous, so are P l and we can define 
Notice that ς l : P(R R ) → [0, ∞) is well defined: the quotient in (3.7) depends only on θ := [x] ∼ as P l is homogeneous. We are now ready to state the main observation in this section. 
(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any θ ∈ P(R R ) and for any sequence
Proof. We only spell out in detail the proof for (ii) ⇒ (i), proving the converse direction is just a matter of reversing the steps below.
For any given m ∈ ∞ (Z) and j ∈ N, let x j be an arbitrary length R segment of S j m, i.e., x j = (S j m)
for some i ∈ Z. It suffices to prove that there exists a constant C > 0 independent of m, j, and i such that
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that, for k = j, . . . , 1, there exist a (unique) length R segment x k−1 of S k−1 m and a (unique) ε k ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that .11) is obviously true. Otherwise, according to Proposition 2.10, r x k−1 ∞ = 0 for all k = j, . . . , 1, and
So 
Median-Interpolating Subdivision
In this section we consider the nonlinear subdivision operator S Q first constructed in [16] . This is an affine invariant operator with dilation factor d = 3, neighborhood factor D = 3, phase factor n = 2, and Q :
where π is the unique quadratic polynomial that satisfies median(π
In this case, the map Q possesses the following closed-form expression [4, Proposition 2.3]: 
, 5], 
− r/9, otherwise,
, − 
]\[− 10 7 , − 7 10 ], 1, otherwise,
, if r = 0.
Let S Q L be the linear subdivision operator with the same locality, dilation, and phase factor as S Q , except that Q is replaced by the following linear map: 
)∪( 7 3 , 5).
In the rest of this section we prove the following result conjectured in [16] 
Proof. 1
• . It has been shown in [12] that there exists a constant C > 0 such that
and therefore the bound (3.5) holds with S = S Q and S = S Q L . By standard techniques in linear subdivision one can verify that s ∞ (S Q L ) = 1 [16] , [4] . Thus, by (3.5) and Theorem 3. 
2 }) for all j and hence 
Thus it remains to show (4.5), for this purpose we use Theorem 3.4.
2
• . S = S Q is an order 2 affine invariant subdivision operator with R S = 4 and 
otherwise, q 2 (x)−q 1 (x), q 1 (x)+q 1 (y)−1, q 2 (y)−q 1 (y), q 3 (y) − q 2 (y)) , otherwise,
, be the maps defined by applying (3.6) to the homogeneous S [1] . Since each element in P(R 3 ) can be represented as either [(x, 0, y)] ∼ or [(x, 1, y)] ∼ , by (4.8) i admit the following closed-form expressions:
Define ς l by applying (3.7) to S [1] with r = 1 and let ς :
where By Theorem 3.4, to prove the bound (4.5) it suffices to show that there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that for any θ ∈ P(R 3 ) and any sequence (ε i )
then, for any j ≥ 1,
for all θ , then (4.15) holds for a trivial reason; unfortunately the "bad zone"
} is nonempty. (See also Figure 3 .) Consider the partition P(R 3 ) = B ∪ G where
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In the Appendix, Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we shall prove the following facts:
[D2] For any θ ∈ P(
[S2] max θ∈B 1 ς(θ) = ς( ).
[S4] max θ∈G ς(θ) = ς(±1, ∓1) = 
)
3 .
4
• . In detail, the compensation argument goes as follows: Let θ ∈ P(R 3 ), ε i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i = 1, 2, . . . , and let (θ n ) ∞ n=0 be defined by (4.14). Let j ≥ 1. To prove (4.15) holds for C = C * it suffices to show either:
it is because θ , j, and ε i in the above are all arbitrary, so one can cycle the "reduction step" in (ii) as many times as needed in order to establish (4.15) .
If
If ε n = 2 for all n > n, then, by [D2] and [S1]-[S3], we have
So (i) holds. Otherwise let m be the smallest index such that m > n and ε m = 2. Then |{θ i : ), which in turn gives s ∞ (S Q ) ≥ log 3 (
53
). This recovers what Oswald obtained in [12] .
A Linearization Heuristic
Although this paper identifies (in Section 2) new general properties of nonlinear subdivision operators useful enough to determine the critical Hölder regularity of a nonlinear subdivision scheme, it is obvious that our current analysis tools are by no means satisfactory. Our proof of the Main Result (Proposition 4.1) is based not only on the general facts in Section 2 but also on a number of specific "tricky" calculations not supported by any general analysis method. For instance, a final step of our proof involves a highly specific analysis on the discrete dynamical behavior of three maps acting on the real projective plane P 2 . A richer collection of analysis tools for nonlinear subdivision is more desirable.
The development of a useful theory is usually guided by examples and applications. Therefore, in this section, we derive a large family of new conjectures of which the original conjecture proved in this paper is just a very special case. The derivation of this new set of conjectures is based on a linearization principle, which leads to a question of independent interest.
We A fundamental tool for finding a linear approximation to a nonlinear map is, of course, by taking derivatives. Recall from the informal discussion in Section 1.1 that our main insights as to why Proposition 4.1 should be true are: (i) the linearization approximation (1.6) exists for medians of monotone functions; and (ii) a smooth subdivision process tends to yield locally monotone data. While the notion of derivative does not seem to be in place in (1.6), we shall see that (1.6) can be interpreted as an action of taking a derivative after we address the following analysis question:
By the formal calculation in Section 6.3 of the Appendix, we see that if the Gâteaux derivative actually exists, then it is given by the following bounded positive linear functional on C(I ): (S 1,1,3 ).
In this section we provide computational evidence for the conjecture that the natural question
may well have an affirmative answer for at least many more different values of 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, L ≥ 1, and d ≥ 2.
Of course the above conjecture is true for p = 2, as 2-mean is a linear functional, so
By Theorem (3.1), one can conclude that
A standard stability result in the theory of the linear refinement equation can be applied to show that equality holds above, due to space constraints we avoid spelling out the technical details. Also in each case, one can verify that b(z)/(1 + z + · · · + z d−1 ) is nonnegative on the unit circle of the complex plane, this implies by a well-known positivity argument that the spectral radius of the operator S [2L+1] p,L ,d becomes reduced to the spectral radius of a finite matrix (see, e.g., [14] ), 2 and we get right-hand side of (5.6) with a computed
The nonlinear subdivision operator S p,L ,d is implemented numerically using the algorithms proposed in [13] . (S p,L ,d ) up to at least two to four significant digits. We comment that the three-parameter family of conjectures (5.5) can be extended in at least one more dimension. In linear subdivision, extensive results have been obtained is smoothness measured by L p instead of the uniform norm. Hölder smoothness corresponds to p = ∞ (hence the subscript in s ∞ ), whereas the p = 2 case enjoys a Hilbert space structure which, in particular, yields very useful computational results (see [8] and references therein). We end this paper with the following open question: . It follows that q 2 (x) − q 1 (x), q 2 (y) − q 1 (y) ≥ q 2 ( ) − q 1 ( and q 1 (x) + q 1 (y) − 1 ≤ q 1 ( ) + q 1 ( . There are three cases: q 1 (x) + q 1 (y) − 1; (i) ∈ (0, 1 27 ]; (ii) = 0; and (iii) < 0. 
Distribution of ς
One can verify [S1]-[S4] in a brute-force manner: formulas (4.2) suggest dividing the (x, y) plane into 121 rectangles I × J (see Figure 3 ) so that max (x,y)∈I ×J ς(x, y) can be determined using bivariate calculus after verifying certain inequalities. In order to avoid checking the hundreds of inequalities needed in this brute-force approach, we observe that S Q and S Q L share certain qualitative similarities, despite their quantitative difference.
If ς L : P(R 3 ) → [0, ∞) is defined similarly to ς but with S [1] Q replaced by the linear S In particular, ς L is: (i) constant in s; and (ii) increases from 1 9 to 1 3 as c increases from −1 to 1. For ς, nonlinearity present in S Q spoils these properties, but we still have There is nothing to prove for E 0 as it is independent of c. We present the proof for E 1 ; those for E 2 and E 3 are completely analogous. Note that, by Lemma 6.1, E i is monotone
